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The electrical activities of neuronal populations in the brain manifest as complex signals that can
be recorded as a time series of electric potential differences on the human scalp. An event-related
brain potential (ERP) is a peculiar feature in the signals, which is evoked by a specific stimulus or
task, the so-called ‘event’. The ERP contains a considerable number of distinct meaningful peak
components that reflect brain functions related to the event. The complexity of the ERP can be
easily characterized if it can be reliably decomposed into its subcomponents, thereby enabling the
localization of the equivalent dipole sources corresponding to those components. To date, this decomposition has typically been performed using independent component analysis (ICA) or principal
component analysis (PCA), both of which exploit the statistical independence or uncorrelatedness
of sources. However, the temporally overlapped, distinct single-peak-pulse (SPP) signals within a
time series are not only mutually dependent but also mutually correlated. In this paper, we propose
a gradient descent method for the blind separation of dependent peak signal sources. The method
does not exploit any statistical properties of the sources; rather, it uses simple functions characterizing the shapes of the output waveforms and an adaptive peak-searching technique. Application
of the proposed method to a numerical example and data from a real ERP experiment suggest that
it is superior to an ICA in terms of extracting peak component sources.
PACS numbers: 87.80.Tq
Keywords: Blind-source separation (BSS), Event-related Potentials (ERP), Single-pulse peak (SPP)

I. INTRODUCTION

The electrical signals generated by the living human
brain are typical examples of a time series of high complexity. The brain contains an enormous number of neurons organized in complicated networks. Interactions
between these neurons and their spontaneous activation
concomitant with electrical activities give rise to membrane currents [1]. The electrical activities of relatively
large neuronal populations manifest themselves as timevarying electric potential differences on the human scalp
(−100 to 100 µV), which are recorded in the form of
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electroencephalograms (EEGs). EEGs, thus, contain a
great deal of information on the neuronal activities in the
brain. However, unscrambling this information is made
difficult by the high complexity of EEG signals. For this
reason, much research into the physics of brain potentials has been devoted to the nonlinear structural or the
spectral analysis of EEG data [2–4]. However, although
these approaches are useful for investigating the state
of the brain at relatively large time scales, they cannot
extract the rich information contained in EEGs.
An interesting feature in EEGs is the so-called eventrelated potential (ERP), which is the electrical activity
of the brain time-locked to a specific stimulus or task,
referred to as an ‘event’. An analysis of ERPs provides
detailed information with high temporal resolution that
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supplements the knowledge gained from functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and positron emission
tomography (PET), which have poor time resolution. To
obtain pure event-related signals, researchers usually average over a number of EEG trials time-locked to repetitive events, an approach that assumes that the background EEG can be considered as noise that will cancel out. However, ERPs are still complex because they
are comprised of several oscillatory components caused
by stimulus-induced changes in the EEGs [5–8] as well
as numerous functionally meaningful distinct peak components generated from localized regions in the brain
[9]. Furthermore, each ERP contains components arising from many regions at approximately the same time.
From a physical viewpoint, if a method can be found
to reliably decompose ERPs into their components, the
complexity of ERPs may be easily characterized. Once
the separated components are obtained, it would be possible to reconstruct the equivalent dipole sources corresponding to those components by using the electric
potential distribution of the components on the scalp.
This is one of the most important aspects of ERP analysis. Thus far, this decomposition has typically been performed through a blind source separation (BSS) method
[10], such as an independent component analysis (ICA)
[11–14] or a principal component analysis (PCA) [15–17].
In general, ICA and PCA exploit either the statistical
independence or the uncorrelatedness of sources [10,18].
However, time series comprised of temporally overlapped
single-peak-pulse (SPP) signals, such as the statistically
dependent, but functionally distinct, meaningful peak
components in ERPs, are not only mutually dependent
but also mutually correlated. Despite the fundamental
shortcomings of BSS methods and their inevitable inaccuracy for ERP analysis, these methods are still widely
used for separating ERPs, even their dependent SPP
components [11,14].
In this paper, we present a gradient descent method for
separating dependent SPP sources contained in a linear
multivariate mixture of SPP and non-SPP sources. Similar to an ICA, the framework of the proposed method is
a gradient descent neural network (see Ref. 10 or Section
II). We propose a fitness function based on simple functions characterizing the shape of the output waveforms
and develop a gradient learning method with functionally extended learning rates that vary according to the
distances from the estimated peak positions. Through
a numerical example, we demonstrate that the proposed
method can separate strongly dependent SPP sources
with excellent performance whereas the ICA fails to separate the same sources. To examine the applicability of
the proposed method, we apply the proposed method to
real ERP data from a word repetition experiment [19].
We show that the locations of the equivalent dipoles corresponding to the separated components determined by
the proposed method agree with the results of previous
brain imaging studies related to word repetition effects.
In those studies, fMRI [20] and low-resolution electro-

magnetic tomography (LORETA) here applied [19].

II. THE SEPARATION MODEL
The simplest form of BSS considers the following linear
data model:
xkj =

M
X

akr srj , (k = 1, 2, · · · , M ; j = 1, 2, · · · , N ),(1)

r=1

where M is the number of channels, N is the sample size
(the index j, thus, corresponds to the discrete time t of
the time series), the xkj , srj and akr are the (k, j)-, (r,
j)- and (k, r)-components of the M × N observed data
matrix X, the M × N unknown source matrix S, and
M × M unknown linear mixing matrix A, respectively.
The problem of BSS involves finding a demixing weight
matrix W (whose components are denoted by wik ) in a
linear neural network such that the components of output U,
uij =

M
X

wik xkj , (i = 1, 2, · · · , M ; j = 1, 2, · · · , N ),(2)

k=1

correspond to a scaled and permuted source signal srj .
In the gradient-descent learning method for BSS, the
separation is achieved by minimizing a fitness function
(Ψ) that is to be defined such that the W is adjusted
to a demixing matrix when the function Ψ is minimized;
i.e., the learning rule is formulated as

wik ← wik + ∆wik
,
(3)
∂Ψ
∆wik = − ∂w
ik
where  is the learning rate, which is set to a small value
(<0.005) and prevents sudden changes in W . In infomax
ICA [21] for example, which is known to have the simplest approach to deriving a general ICA learning rule,
the negative of the entropy of the output signals is used
as a fitness function (i.e., maximizing the output information). In general, using a sigmoidal nonlinear function
g(·)(e.g., tanh(·)), one can use a nonlinear transformed
output
yij = g(uij )

(4)

to efficiently minimize the fitness function Ψ.
In the present model, we assume that the sources include distinctive SPP components, where the number
of SPP sources does not exceed the number of sensor
signals, M . The goal is to blindly separate these SPP
sources. An ICA is the most useful tool for separating
multi-channel source signals from their mixtures. However the goal of an ICA is to find statistically mutually
independent outputs U given only mixed data X. In
the case of separating dependent sources, ICA may give
mutually independent outputs that do not correspond to
the original sources. A special example of such sources
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Fig. 1. (A) Illustration of the separation of 16-channel signals: (a) sources (11 SPPs, 2 sine waves, 1 white noise), (b) mixture
in a 16 × 16 random matrix, (c) results of the ICA, (d) results of the proposed method. (B) Nine selected components from
(A) (Note that mixtures (b) are omitted in (B)).

is temporally overlapped SPP sources. For a clear and
intuitive understanding of the problem, we present a numerical example.
Fig. 1 illustrates a comparison of the results obtained by applying an ICA and the method proposed
in this paper to a signal comprised of 16 mutually dependent component sources. Fig. 1(A)(a) shows the
16 mutually dependent component sources. The Arabic and Roman numerals indicate the channels (components) and groups, respectively. The sources consist of
four test groups: overlapped multiform SPPs (I), wholly
overlapped SPPs having nearly identical peak positions
(II), overlapped double-peak impulses (III), and repetitive oscillatory waves and white noise (IV). The multiform SPPs are constituted by exponentially decaying (3),
half sine (5,8), trigonal (1), square-like (6), and impulsetype peak (2,4,7) waves. The mixtures were constructed
using a randomly generated 16 × 16 mixing matrix (Fig.
1(A)(b)). Better results were selected individually from
the results of the infomax-ICA [21] (1-13) and extendedinfomax-ICA [23] (14-16) methods (Fig. 1(c)). For
a more detailed comparison, nine selected components
from the same results are plotted in Fig. 1(B) (mixtures
(b) are omitted in this figure). In the case of repetitive
oscillatory waves and white noise (Group IV), the ICA
provided relatively good results. In the case of the SPP
components (1-11), however, ICA cannot separate the
mixture of overlapped SPP sources due to their statistical dependence. This example highlights the need for a
new method for separating statistically dependent SPP
sources.

III. PROPOSED METHOD
To achieve BSS of statistically dependent SPP sources,
we consider a fitness function Ψi for the i-th SPP component and a new type of gradient learning rule as follows:
Ψi =

L X
N
X

[l]

ψij (l = 1, 2, · · · , L)

(5)

l=1 j=1

(
∆wik

wik ← wik + ∆wik
PL PN −1 [l] ∂ψ[l]
= − l=1 j=1 ij ∂wij
ik

(6)

[l]

where ψij are the functions of the i-th output and are
assumed to characterize the shapes of the output wave[l]
[l]
[l]
forms (e.g., ψij = ψij (Y)), and ij are the variable learn[l]

ing rates for ψij - named the weighted learning rates and
formed into an M × N matrix - and are determined by
using the estimated peak positions and peak widths of
the SPP outputs (i.e., the start, the end, and the peak
positions of the SPP outputs; see Fig. 2(A) for an exam[l]
[l]
ple). Once the candidates of ψij and ij have been chosen, if even by a vague conjecture regarding their forms,
one may check the optimal shape of the waveform for the
learning rule that tries to separate the components of the
waveform by using the criterion of minimizing Ψi . This
check is achieved by solving the Euler equation [22] numerically with the boundary conditions imposed on the
start, the end, and the peak points:
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(
[2]
ij

=
(

[3]
ij

=

p
[2]
peak
0
)
dij /dL
i (f or j ≤ ji
p
[2]
peak ,
R
0
dij /di (f or j > ji )

(12)

p
[3]
[3]
peak
)
0 − 0
dij /dL
i (f or j ≤ ji
p
[3]
[3]
peak ,
R
0 − 0
dij /di (f or j > ji )

(13)

[l]

Fig. 2. (A) Illustration of the weighted learning rates for
one of the M channels. (Solid, dashed and dotted lines indicate an example of an estimated SPP, and the corresponding
[2]
[3]
ij and ij , respectively). (B) One of the solutions of the
Euler equation for the fitness function. (C) Three original
SPP waveforms. (D) Illustration of the nonlinear transform
of (C) by using Eq. (9) or (10) for h[l] = 3.

L
X

[l]
[l] ∂ψij

ij

l=1

[l]

L

−

∂uij

d X [l] ∂ψij
ij
= 0,
dt
∂u0ij

(7)

l=1

where u0ij is duij /dt (in the discrete formula d/dt is dealt
with as the difference with respect to increasing j). The
solution uij , then, corresponds to the waveform of optimal shape for the learning rule. If a nonlinear transform
[l]
[l]
yij = yij (uij ), which makes the shapes of arbitrary SPP
waveforms closer to optimal shapes for the separating
criterion, can be defined, a learning rule for SPP can be
successfully constructed.
Now, we present a simple, but generally usable, set of
[l]
[l]
[l]
[l]
ψij , yij , and ij for separating SPP sources. The ψij
[l]

and yij are
q
[1]
[1]
[1]
[1]
ψij = (yi(j+1) − yij )2 + (∆τ )2 , yij = uij ,
[2]

[2]

(8)

(9)

= |u|max
tanh(h[3] uij /|u|max
)/ tanh(h[3] ),
i
i

[1]

(f or all j),

(15)

[3]

(10)

where ∆τ is the scaled sampling-time interval (to be
dealt with later in the Section), |u|max
is the maximum
i
absolute value of the i-th output channel, and h[l] are
the slope control parameters of the sigmoidal function
[l]
[l]
yij . The ij are
[1]

/ tanh(h[2] )]sign(uij )xkj ∆τ,
∂ψij /∂wik = −2[h[3] sech2 (h[3] uij /|u|max
)
i

[3]

ψij = −(yij )2 ∆τ, yij

ij = 0

[1]

[2]

= |u|max
tanh(h[2] uij /|u|max
)/ tanh(h[2] ),
i
i
[3]

[1]

∂ψij /∂wik = (ui(j+1) − uij )(xk(j+1) − xkj )/ψij , (14)
∂ψij /∂wik = 2[h[2] sech2 (h[2] uij /|u|max
)
i

[2]

ψij = 2|yij |∆τ, yij

[3]

where 0 are the conventional learning rates, jipeak is the
value of j at |u|max
, dij is the distance from jipeak in the
i
R
space of index j (i.e., |jipeak − j|), and dL
i and di are
the dij values at the start and the end points of the i-th
current output peak, respectively. To evaluate dij and
dL
i , we search for a pair of j values for which the values of
[l]
yij are equal to 10 % of |u|max
on the left and the right
i
sides of the i-th peak; these j values are denoted jiL10 %
R
and jiR10 % , respectively. dL
i and di are estimated by
peak
linear approximations, that is, |ji
− jiL10 % |/0.9 and
|jipeak − jiR10 % |/0.9, respectively. However, empirical
results revealed that expanding the interval by 20 %
gave superior results for SPPs with long tails. Hence,
peak
R
the expanded dL
− jiL10 % |/0.75
i and di are set to |ji
peak
R10 %
and |ji
− ji
|/0.75, respectively.
[2]
[3]
Fig. 2(A) illustrates an example of 0 and 0 . Fig.
2(B) shows a numerical solution of Eq. (7), ui (t), on the
right side of the peak interval with boundary conditions
at the peak and the end points. This argument does
not imply that a specific fitness function can be used
only for a specific optimal waveform, as diverse types
of SPP sources are well separated using this criterion.
However, the performance of the separation is improved
by using outputs transformed by Eq. (9) or (10). The
transform for h[l] = 3 makes the shapes of the arbitrary
SPP waveforms closer to the waveform illustrated in Fig.
2(B). Fig. 2(C) and (D) show examples of the transform
of three representative SPP waveforms by Eq. (9) or
(10) for h[l] = 3. To derive the final learning rules, one
[l]
computes the derivative of ψij with respect to wik as
follows:

(11)

[3]

/ tanh(h[3] )]yij xkj ∆τ,

(16)

where sign(uij ) equals −1 for negative uij and 1 for nonnegative uij .
As the learning rule has no convergence property, W
is normalized such that |detW| equals 1 in each learning step. The ‘natural gradient’ is applied to minimize
the fitness function more efficiently [23]. This gradient rescales the Euclidian gradient so as to increase the
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Table 1. Comparison of the error angles (in radians).
Component
ICA
Algorithm
Proposed
Algorithm

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

0.14

0.17

0.15

0.77

0.08

0.48

0.01

0.22

0.65

0.32

0.01

0.00

0.05

0.06

0.48

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.02

0.15

0.01

0.00

convergence efficiency. The natural gradient within the
nonorthonormal space of W is known to be equivalent
to the Euclidian gradient postmultiplied by WT W due
to the Riemannian structure of the space of nonsingular
square matrices [23]. The slope-control factors (h[l] ) in
Eq. (9) and (10) are set to 3. The ratio of conventional
[1] [2] [3]
learning rates 0 :0 :0 in Eq. (11) ∼ (13) was set to
1:1:1 in this study. Their optimal values might depend
on the shapes of the SPP sources and on their relative positions in some cases. However, it is remarkable that the
proposed algorithm exhibits considerable flexibility (see
Fig. 1; note that the separated components are not separated individually using the optimal parameters for each
[1]
SPP waveforms). ψij in Eq. (8) can be expressed as
q
[1]
1 + (yij /∆τ )2 ∆τ . This quantity is not proportional
[2]

to the scaled sampling time interval ∆τ whereas ψij and
[3]

ψij in Eq. (9) and (10) are proportional to ∆τ . Hence,
the results obtained using the algorithm depend on ∆τ ,
although only weakly. A smaller value of ∆τ is advantageous for data with wide peaks. If the width of the
widest peak (number of samples from start to end of the
peak) in the data to be separated is T , a value of ∆τ that
is greater than 1/T is favorable. ∆τ was set to 0.003 in
the present study.
To avoid unexpected edge effects due to incomplete
waveforms at the two sample edges, we added a small
number of zero values to the input vectors, x(t). The
other processes followed the conventions that are commonly used for iterative gradient-descent algorithms [10,
24]. As we mentioned above, this method assumes that
the number of SPP sources is no greater than the number of input channels, M ; the input data sample needs
to be segmented if this criterion is not met.
The performance of the proposed method can be
checked by considering the numerical example presented
in the previous section (Fig. 1). Fig. 1(d) shows the separation result obtained when the proposed method was
applied to the mixed signal in Fig. 1(b). The results for
the multiform SPPs (Group I) clearly show that the proposed method is sufficiently flexible to be applied to SPP
waveforms with various shapes. The results obtained for
the wholly overlapped SPPs having nearly identical peak
positions (Group II) show better performance, which
would not be expected for a method based on statistical
properties. There was, however, some overreduction of
the peaks of components 4 and 9 in Groups I and II,

11

respectively. The results for the overlapped double-peak
impulses (Group III) confirmed that the separation of the
peaks had focused on only one of the two peaks, according to the criterion of single-peak separation. In the case
of repetitive oscillatory waves and white noise (Group
IV), the new method provided poorer results compared
to the ICA. For a quantitative comparison of the separation performance, we calculated the error angles between
the row vectors corresponding to each SPP component,
where these vectors comprised the row components of
the inverse of the mixing matrix (i.e., A−1 ) and the
sign-corrected row components of the resulting weights
matrix (i.e., W or −W). The error angle becomes zero
when the directions of the two row vectors are identical,
and π/2 when they are orthogonal. Table 1 lists the error angles for the 11 SPP sources. The error angles for
the proposed method are consistently smaller than those
for the ICA, indicating that the proposed algorithm was
more effective than the ICA in separating the dependent
SPP sources.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
To examine the applicability of the proposed method,
we applied it to real ERPs related to the word repetition
effect. To simplify this testing, an ERP data set from
four right-handed healthy female subjects, aged 20 ∼ 26
years, was randomly selected from an ERP data set for 13
subjects that had been measured in a previous study [19].
Frequently used Korean noun words and pronounceable
non-words were visually presented on a computer monitor to the subjects. The subjects were required to perform a word/non-word discrimination task by pressing
a key with either their right or left index finger. The
stimuli sets consisted of 120 words and 140 non-words
that were presented only once, as well as 200 words that
were repeated once. For the identical repeated words,
the stimuli presented the first time are designated ‘new
words’, and the later stimuli are designated ‘old words’.
These words were repeated after 1 ∼ 5 intervening words
(new and old words). During the discrimination task, an
EEG was recorded using a 128-channel Quik-cap system
(Neuroscan, El Paso, TX, USA) with of analogue bandpass 0.05 ∼ 100 Hz and a sampling rate of 1000 Hz. To
streamline the testing of the proposed method, we selected 19 channels (FP1, FP2, F7, F3, Fz, F4, F8, T7,
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Fig. 3. Averaged ERPs and an illustration of the separation result. (A) Averaged ERPs elicited by old and new words at
19 electrode sites in the lexical decision task for all subjects (Dotted lines represent the ERPs for new words, and bold lines
represent the ERPs for old words). (B) Separation results of the ERP for old words from 200 to 650 ms for Subject 1. (C)
Results for new words.

C3, Cz, C4, T8, P7, P3, Pz, P4, P8, O1, O2) from the
128 EEG channels. The EEG recording for each subject
was segmented into 1100-ms epochs only for the EEG
of the correct responses on the discrimination task. The
ERPs were obtained by averaging the EEG epochs for
each subject and each stimulus presentation (old words
and new words). The resulting ERPs were digitally filtered with a bandpass of 0.1 ∼ 30 Hz (see Ref. [19] for
further details of the experiment).
Fig. 3(A) shows the averaged ERPs elicited by old and
new words at 19 electrode sites for all subjects. Each
graph in Fig. 3(A) is arranged according to the real
electrode’s site on the scalp. The old words elicited more
positive ERPs compared to the new words. This word
repetition effect began at about 200 ms post-stimulus
and lasted until about 500 ms. However, the positive
peak was located near 500 ms; hence, the end of the
time interval was set to 650 ms instead of 500 ms. To
separate the components causing the difference in the
ERPs elicited by old and new words, we segmented the
19-channel ERPs over a time interval of 200 ∼ 650 ms
and decomposed them by using the proposed method.

Fig. 3(B) and (C) illustrate representative separation
results of the ERPs elicited by the old and the new words,
respectively, for one of the subjects.
Equivalent current dipoles were then sought for each of
the resulting components by means of a dipole source localization routine [DIPFIT, contributed by Robert Oostenveld (F. C. Donders Centre, the Netherlands)] - as
implemented in the open source toolbox EEGLAB with
default parameter settings [25], by using a standard fourshell spherical head model (radii in mm: 71, 72, 79, 85;
conductivity in S/m: 0.33, 1, 0.0042, 0.33). For each
subject, 2 ∼ 11 fitted dipoles were found for the ERPs
elicited by old words, and 4 ∼ 7 dipoles were found for
those elicited by new words. Fig. 4(A) and (B) show the
resulting equivalent dipoles of the corresponding components in Figs. 3(B) and (C), respectively. Previous fMRI
[20] and LORETA [19] studies on word repetition effects
found that the brain activations elicited by old words
showing the greatest reduction were located in the left
frontal area (Talairach coordinates [26], −50 < x < −35,
0 < y < 35, −10 < z < 25, included in the Brodmann
area (BA) 44/45/47 [20]). To determine whether the
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Fig. 4. Positions of equivalent dipoles of ERP components in the time range 200 ∼ 650 ms. (A) and (B) show the equivalent
dipoles of old (A) and new (B) word ERP components obtained using the proposed method for Subject 1. The dipole numbers
in (A) and (B) correspond to the component numbers in Fig. 3(B) and (C), respectively. In the results for new words (A), no
dipoles exist in BA 44/45. Dipole 3 is located near BA 47; however, the z value of the Talairach coordinates of the dipole is
out of the range of −10 < z < 25. In the results for old words (B), dipole 7 is located in BA 44/45/47. (C) and (D) show the
positions of the fitted dipoles nearest to BA 44/45/47 for new word ERP components obtained using the proposed method (C)
and ICA (D) for all subjects. (o: subject 1 - dipole 7 in (A), x: subject 2, +: subject 3, v: subject 4; A: anterior, P: posterior,
L: left, R: right; BA: Brodmann Area; these images were generated using an EEGLAB open source toolbox, and the symbols
indicating dipoles were modified).

results obtained using the proposed method agree with
previous findings on word repetition effects, we sought
for each subject dipoles located in these areas that exist
only in the new word results.
For one of the four subjects, the dipoles were found
neither in the results for the new words nor in those for
the old words. For three of the four subjects, however,
focused dipoles of this type were found (Fig. 4(C)). Furthermore, the separated ERP components corresponding
to the dipoles of this type consistently commenced at a
time in the range of 320 ∼ 350 ms. The agreement of the
results obtained using the proposed method with previous findings confirms the applicability of the proposed
method to a real ERP analysis. We also sought dipoles
by using the separation results of infomax-ICA (‘runica’
routine in EEGLAB); however, these dipoles could not
be found in the new word results for any of the subjects
(Fig. 4(D)).

V. CONCLUSION
A new method for the separation of SPP sources in a
linear multivariate mixture of such sources and non-SPP
sources, developed for use in the decomposition of ERPs,
is proposed. Although this method is based on a simple algorithm, its excellent performance was confirmed
through a numerical example and by an experiment using real ERP data. The presented results suggest that

the proposed method is superior to an ICA in terms of
extracting SPP sources. The method, furthermore, does
not require a large sample size, unlike methods based on
statistical properties. In practical applications, however,
real ERPs are not comprised solely of SPP sources. For
this reason, when applying the proposed method, it is
advisable to take the ICA or the PCA results into account, together with those of the proposed method. If
an ERP can be decomposed completely, the complexity
of the ERP may be easily characterized by examining the
extracted components. Now, only the problem of separating dependent non-SPP sources blocks achieving the
complete decomposition of ERPs.
Similar to the case of an ICA, in the proposed method,
the assumption regarding the number of distinct sources
affects the separation performance. If the number of
input channels (e.g., the number of sensor signals) is
greater than the number of sources, the weight matrix
will be a singular matrix. If, however, the measures contain sensor noise and residual background EEG noise,
the proposed method will generate pseudo-components
that are not an original source but an SPP produced by
a linear combination of non-SPP waves. If, conversely,
the number of input channels is less than the number of
sources, some components will be deformed. The number of distinct sources can be controlled by adjusting the
segmentation interval.
There is still room to improve the proposed method.
As outlined in Fig. 1, the proposed method can sep-
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arate SPP sources with arbitrary shapes. However, as
observed for components 4 and 9 in Fig. 1(d), overreduction can occur for some SPP shapes under certain overlap
conditions. In the present work, the learning rate ratio
[1] [2] [3]
in Eq. (11) ∼ (13), 0 :0 :0 , was set to 1 : 1 : 1. In
many cases, the overreduction problem can be solved by
[3]
increasing 0 in Eq. (13). However, a method that iden[3]
tifies the proper value of 0 without any prior knowledge
has not yet been developed. A modified hyperbolic tangent was adopted as the nonlinear function of the neural
network. As in an ICA, it is possible to exploit multiple
nonlinear functions according to the sources. If circum[l]
[l]
stances require, we can consider a new set of ψij , yij ,
[l]

and ij . According to the designing of the function set,
it is possible to construct a new algorithm for separating
other types of components.
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